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Texas Whitewater Stephen H. Daniel 2004-09-07 When paddlers
think of whitewater, they rarely think of Texas. But author Steve
Daniel has spent years kayaking both recognized and little-known
streams and now provides a whitewater guide for those who seek
adventure in the Lone Star state. In Texas Whitewater Daniel
describes more than seventy whitewater rivers and creeks ranging
from multi-day stretches to play spots for surfing or practicing squirt
moves on eddy lines. Each description includes a map and an
overview of the location, gradient, drainage, and difficulty of the run.
Eighty-five eye-catching photographs highlight whitewater features
and showcase some of the state's best boaters at play. Daniel also
provides information on access, legal navigability, and safety issues.

The guide is arranged according to river drainages: Trinity, Brazos,
Colorado, Guadalupe-San Antonio-Nueces, and Rio Grande. Drawing
on his experiences and that of other whitewater enthusiasts, Daniel
offers a detailed and entertaining account of rivers and creeks with
the greatest prospects for whitewater, encouraging paddlers to lesserknown runs. He includes tips on obtaining information on water levels
via the Internet and stream flow data locations. Also included is the
first published legal summary on the navigability of state waterways,
prepared by Texas Assistant Attorney General Joe Riddell. Wellwritten and informative, Texas Whitewater is sure to become the
"`bible' for paddlers and for those coming to visit and explore" the
state.
A Tour Through the Pyrenees Hippolyte Taine 1874
Athenaeum and Literary Chronicle James Silk Buckingham 1860
Open Source Fadi P. Deek 2007-11-05 From the Internet's
infrastructure to operating systems like GNU/Linux, the open source
movement comprises some of the greatest accomplishments in
computing over the past quarter century. Its story embraces
technological advances, unprecedented global collaboration, and
remarkable tools for facilitating distributed development. The
evolution of the Internet enabled an enormous expansion of open
development, allowing developers to exchange information and ideas
without regard to constraints of space, time, or national boundary.
The movement has had widespread impact on education and
government, as well as historic cultural and commercial
repercussions. Part I discusses key open source applications,
platforms, and technologies used in open development. Part II
explores social issues ranging from demographics and psychology to
legal and economic matters. Part III discusses the Free Software
Foundation, open source in the public sector (government and
education), and future prospects.
The Boy's Book of New Inventions Harry E. Maule 2022-05-28 The
Boy's Book of New Inventions is a book by Harry E. Maule. an
interesting account of the invention and workings of machines and
mechanical processes such as the airplane, film technology and
wireless telegraphy.
India Today
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Van Gogh's Ear David Rodney Nash 2010-11 From the mountains of
Utah to the seaside underbelly of Venice, California come two
brothers on a voyage of holy revenge and realization. Ross hunts the
rapist of his one true love, Lizzy. His younger brother, Brentwood, is
unknowingly along for the ride. Culminating with three murders
committed on Christmas Eve, this is a dark, contemporary story of a
young man who destroys what he loves most. Van Gogh s Ear is the
soul-rending account of love between two brothers. It is the narrative
of their last few months together in a world where love tears apart and
the lessons of the mind are rarely those of the heart. David Nash
writes with a blade. Van Gogh s Ear is the kind of novel which is
instantly engrossing and disturbing, and it leaves us in awe. Ross is
devil and angel in a dark, high octane cosmos, and I could not look
away as he spun out his revenge. This is fierce and fine writing, and
Mr. Nash shows us again the potency of fiction. Ron Carlson, author
of The Signal What a dark, flame-lit, searing cauldron of love and
desire David Nash has illuminated here. Van Gogh s Ear astounds in
its emotional ferocity, its wide-eyed look at the nature of torment, the
emotional hell we each create for ourselves and those we love: and
always, at hand, the possibility for redemption. Love, that which would
save us all, each to each. This is biblical literature at its most
contemporary: Venice, California; sand and the board-walk and
beach; the dark side of the music scene and those who so populate
written in a prose, line by line, that aches to be received, its cadences
melodically fit and thundering within the dark well of these lives where
the heart so insistently drums. Only David Nash could write this novel.
Like a friend, a chance intersection in the dark night of a soul, this
book will change your life. Leonard Cohen writes, Forget your perfect
offering / There is a crack, a crack in everything / That's how the light
gets in. Van Gogh s Ear is that light. T. M. McNally, author of Low
Flying Aircraft
Blindsight Peter Watts 2006-10-03 Blindsight is the Hugo
Award–nominated novel by Peter Watts, "a hard science fiction writer
through and through and one of the very best alive" (The Globe and
Mail). Two months have past since a myriad of alien objects clenched
about the Earth, screaming as they burned. The heavens have been

silent since—until a derelict space probe hears whispers from a
distant comet. Something talks out there: but not to us. Who should
we send to meet the alien, when the alien doesn't want to meet?
Send a linguist with multiple-personality disorder and a biologist so
spliced with machinery that he can't feel his own flesh. Send a pacifist
warrior and a vampire recalled from the grave by the voodoo of
paleogenetics. Send a man with half his mind gone since childhood.
Send them to the edge of the solar system, praying you can trust
such freaks and monsters with the fate of a world. You fear they may
be more alien than the thing they've been sent to find—but you'd give
anything for that to be true, if you knew what was waiting for them. . . .
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Raising the Devil Bill Ellis 2021-05-11 Raising the Devil reveals how
the Christian Pentecostal movement, right-wing conspiracy theories,
and an opportunistic media turned grassroots folk traditions into the
Satanism scare of the 1980s. During the mid-twentieth century, devil
worship was seen as merely an isolated practice of medieval times.
But by the early 1980s, many influential experts in clinical medicine
and in law enforcement were proclaiming that satanic cults were
widespread and dangerous. By examining the broader context for
alleged "cult" activity, Bill Ellis demonstrates how the image of
contemporary Satanism emerged during the 1970s. Blaming a wide
range of mental and physical illnesses on in-dwelling demons, a
faction of the Pentecostal movement became convinced that their
gifts of the spirit were being opposed by satanic activities. They
attributed these activities to a "cult" that was the evil twin of true
Christianity. In some of the cases Ellis considers, common folk beliefs
and rituals were misunderstood as evidence of devil worship. In
others, narratives and rituals themselves were used to combat satanic
forces. As the media found such stories more and more attractive,
any activity with even remotely occult overtones was demonized in
order to fit a model of absolute good confronting evil. Ellis's wideranging investigation covers ouija boards, cattle mutilation, graveyard
desecration, and "diabolical medicine"—the psychiatric community's
version of exorcism. He offers a balanced view of contentious issues
such as demonic possession, satanic ritual abuse, and the

testimonies of confessing "ex-Satanists." A trained folklorist, Ellis
seeks to navigate a middle road in this dialog, and his insights into
informal religious traditions clarify how the image of Satanism both
explained and created deviant behavior.
The Anunnaki of Nibiru Gerald Clark 2013-08-04 "Zeus and his son
Apollo are reigning in the New World Order! How are Obama and the
Pope involved? This book will shake the foundations of your belief
system. The NWO is tearing down sovereign nations and establishing
a universal governing council right before our very eyes. Will the
Enkiites thwart Enlil's NWO?--P. [4] of cover.
The Book of Hallowe'en Ruth Edna Kelley 2019-11-21 "The Book of
Hallowe'en" by Ruth Edna Kelley. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Speaking into the Air John Durham Peters 2012-04-26
Communication plays a vital and unique role in society-often blamed
for problems when it breaks down and at the same time heralded as a
panacea for human relations. A sweeping history of communication,
Speaking Into the Air illuminates our expectations of communication
as both historically specific and a fundamental knot in Western
thought. "This is a most interesting and thought-provoking book. . . .
Peters maintains that communication is ultimately unthinkable apart
from the task of establishing a kingdom in which people can live
together peacefully. Given our condition as mortals, communication
remains not primarily a problem of technology, but of power, ethics
and art." —Antony Anderson, New Scientist "Guaranteed to alter your
thinking about communication. . . . Original, erudite, and beautifully
written, this book is a gem." —Kirkus Reviews "Peters writes to
reclaim the notion of authenticity in a media-saturated world. It's this
ultimate concern that renders his book a brave, colorful exploration of
the hydra-headed problems presented by a rapid-fire popular culture."
—Publishers Weekly What we have here is a failure-to-communicate

book. Funny thing is, it communicates beautifully. . . . Speaking Into
the Air delivers what superb serious books always do-hours of
intellectual challenge as one absorbs the gradually unfolding vision of
an erudite, creative author." —Carlin Romano, Philadelphia Inquirer
The Appearance of Witchcraft Charles Zika 2013-04-15 Shortlisted for
the 2008 Katharine Briggs Award. For centuries the witch has been a
powerful figure in the European imagination; but the creation of this
figure has been hidden from our view. Charles Zika’s groundbreaking
study investigates how the visual image of the witch was created in
late fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Europe. He charts the
development of the witch as a new visual subject, showing how the
traditional imagery of magic and sorcery of medieval Europe was
transformed into the sensationalist depictions of witches in the
pamphlets and prints of the sixteenth century. This book shows how
artists and printers across the period developed key visual codes for
witchcraft, such as the cauldron and the riding of animals. It
demonstrates how influential these were in creating a new
iconography for representing witchcraft incorporating themes such as
the power of female sexuality, male fantasy, moral reform, divine
providence and punishment, the superstitions of non-Christian
peoples and the cannibalism of the new world. Lavishly illustrated and
encompassing in its approach, The Appearance of Witchcraft is the
first systematic study of the visual representation of witchcraft in the
later fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It will give the reader a unique
insight into how the image of the witch evolved in the early modern
world.
The Art Of Seduction Robert Greene 2010-09-03 Which sort of
seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette? Star?
Comedian? Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you which.
Charm, persuasion, the ability to create illusions: these are some of
the many dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the compelling figure who is
able to manipulate, mislead and give pleasure all at once. When
raised to the level of art, seduction, an indirect and subtle form of
power, has toppled empires, won elections and enslaved great minds.
In this beautiful, sensually designed book, Greene unearths the two
sides of seduction: the characters and the process. Discover who
you, or your pursuer, most resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of the

anti-Seducer. Immerse yourself in the twenty-four manoeuvres and
strategies of the seductive process, the ritual by which a seducer
gains mastery over their target. Understand how to 'Choose the Right
Victim', 'Appear to Be an Object of Desire' and 'Confuse Desire and
Reality'. In addition, Greene provides instruction on how to identify
victims by type. Each fascinating character and each cunning tactic
demonstrates a fundamental truth about who we are, and the targets
we've become - or hope to win over. The Art of Seduction is an
indispensable primer on the essence of one of history's greatest
weapons and the ultimate power trip. From the internationally
bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and The 33
Strategies Of War.
The Jinn and Human Sickness Abu?l-Mundhir Khaleel ibn Ibraaheem
Ameen 2005
Tam O'Shanter Robert Burns 1815
Out of the Devil's Cauldron John Ramirez 2012 Have you ever
wondered if Satan is real? In his book Out of the Devil's Caldron: A
Journey from Darkness to Light, John Ramirez tells the story of how
he was trained to be the third-ranked high priest of a satanic cult in
New York City-casting powerful witchcraft spells and controlling entire
spiritual regions. But what started as a long spiral into the underworld
ended in a miraculous encounter with Jesus Christ that changed the
course of his life. Let John Ramirez walk you through the dark alleys
of this world as he uncovers the hidden secrets of darkness through
his powerful testimony. People from all ethnic backgrounds dabble in
the occult and fall victim to this satanic underworld, never seeing the
way out. John Ramirez is one in a million who made it out. John
Ramirez is a sought-out speaker by many who want to hear of his
involvement in the highest levels of the occult and how he got out. He
speaks at churches, schools, rallies, and conferences-both secular
and Christian-and has been a featured guest on TV and radio
programs. He can be reached at JohnRamirez@org.
Gargantua and Pantagruel, Book 4 (Illustrated Edition) (Dodo Press)
Francois Rabelais 2008-04 Francois Rabelais (1494-1553) was a
major French Renaissance writer, doctor and humanist. He is
regarded as an avant-garde writer of fantasy, satire, the grotesque,
dirty jokes and bawdy songs. As a doctor, he used his spare time to

write and publish humourous pamphlets which were critical of
established authority and stressed his own perception of individual
liberty. His revolutionary works, although satirical, revealed an astute
observer of the social and political events unfolding during the first
half of the sixteenth century. Using the pseudonym Alcofribas Nasier,
he published his first book, Pantagruel, that would be the start of his
Gargantua series. Gargantua and Pantagruel tells the story of two
giants - a father, Gargantua, and his son, Pantagruel - and their
adventures, written in an amusing, extravagant, and satirical vein. His
use of his native tongue was astoundingly original, lively, and
creative. He introduced dozens of Greek, Latin, and Italian loan-words
and direct translations of Greek and Latin compound words and
idioms into French. He has influenced many modern writers and
scholars. Aleister Crowley's writings heavily borrow from Rabelais
themes.
Stages of Evil Robert Lima 2005-01-01 “The evil that men do” has
been chronicled for thousands of years on the European stage, and
perhaps nowhere else is human fear of our own evil more detailed
than in its personifications in theater. In Stages of Evil, Robert Lima
explores the sociohistorical implications of Christian and pagan
representations of evil and the theatrical creativity that occultism has
engendered. By examining examples of alchemy, astronomy,
demonology, exorcism, fairies, vampires, witchcraft, hauntings, and
voodoo in prominent plays, Stages of Evil explores American and
European perceptions of occultism from medieval times to the
modern age.
The City of God Saint Augustine (of Hippo) 2012 Along with his
Confessions, The City of God is undoubtedly St. Augustine's most
influential work. This long-awaited translation by William Babcock is
published in two volumes. For all those who are interested in the
greatest classics of Christian antiquity, The City of God is
indispensible. Books 1-10 contain Augustine's critique of the Roman
religious, political, and intellectual tradition and prepare the way for
the great vision of the two cities that he sets out in Books 11-22. Book
jacket.
MP3 Jonathan Sterne 2012-07-17 Jonathan Sterne shows that
understanding the historical meaning of the MP3, the world's most

common format for recorded audio, involves rethinking the place of
digital technologies in the broader universe of twentieth-century
communication history.
Convergence Culture Henry Jenkins 2008-09 “What the future
fortunes of [Gramsci’s] writings will be, we cannot know. However, his
permanence is already sufficiently sure, and justifies the historical
study of his international reception. The present collection of studies
is an indispensable foundation for this.” —Eric Hobsbawm, from the
preface Antonio Gramsci is a giant of Marxian thought and one of the
world's greatest cultural critics. Antonio A. Santucci is perhaps the
world's preeminent Gramsci scholar. Monthly Review Press is proud
to publish, for the first time in English, Santucci’s masterful intellectual
biography of the great Sardinian scholar and revolutionary.
Gramscian terms such as “civil society” and “hegemony” are much
used in everyday political discourse. Santucci warns us, however, that
these words have been appropriated by both radicals and
conservatives for contemporary and often self-serving ends that often
have nothing to do with Gramsci’s purposes in developing them.
Rather what we must do, and what Santucci illustrates time and again
in his dissection of Gramsci’s writings, is absorb Gramsci’s methods.
These can be summed up as the suspicion of “grand explanatory
schemes,” the unity of theory and practice, and a focus on the details
of everyday life. With respect to the last of these, Joseph Buttigieg
says in his Nota: “Gramsci did not set out to explain historical reality
armed with some full-fledged concept, such as hegemony; rather, he
examined the minutiae of concrete social, economic, cultural, and
political relations as they are lived in by individuals in their specific
historical circumstances and, gradually, he acquired an increasingly
complex understanding of how hegemony operates in many diverse
ways and under many aspects within the capillaries of society.” The
rigor of Santucci’s examination of Gramsci’s life and work matches
that of the seminal thought of the master himself. Readers will be
enlightened and inspired by every page.
All that is Solid Melts Into Air Marshall Berman 1983 The experience
of modernization -- the dizzying social changes that swept millions of
people into the capitalist world -- and modernism in art, literature and

architecture are brilliantly integrated in this account.
A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary for the Use of Students John R.
Clark Hall 1916
Folk-lore of West and Mid-Wales Jonathan Ceredig Davies 1911
Modern Spiritualism Frank Podmore 2011-01-20 The first
comprehensive history of Spiritualism by one of the foremost Victorian
psychic researchers: an indispensable source on the movement.
Marine Fisheries Review 1973
A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles James Augustus
Henry Murray 1909
The Open Secret of Ireland Tom Kettle 1912
Chas Addams Half-Baked Cookbook Charles Addams 2008-06-16 A
Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for
every reader.
The Encyclopedia of Fantasy John Clute 1999-03-15 Contains more
than four thousand entries touching on all aspects of fantasy
literature, movies, and art
Prima, Media, & Ultima: The First, Middle, & Last Things, In Three
Treatises: Wherein is Set Forth, I. The Doctrine of Regeneration, Or
the New Birth. II. The Practice of Sanctification, in the Means, Duties,
Ordinances, Both Private and Publike, for Continuance and Encrease
of a Godly Life. III. Certain Meditations of Mans Misery, in His Life,
Death, Judgement, and Execu- Tion: As Also of Gods Mercy, in Our
Redemption, and Salvation Isaac Ambrose 1674 Prima, the first
things. 1674 -- The doctrine and directions, but more especially, the
practice and behaviour of a man in the act of the new birth. 1673 -Media, the middle things. 1674 -- Ultima, the last things. 1764.
Disgrace J. M. Coetzee 2017-01-03 J.M. Coetzee's latest novel, The
Schooldays of Jesus, is now available from Viking. Late Essays: 20062016 will be available January 2018. Set in post-apartheid South
Africa, J. M. Coetzee’s searing novel tells the story of David Lurie, a
twice divorced, 52-year-old professor of communications and
Romantic Poetry at Cape Technical University. Lurie believes he has
created a comfortable, if somewhat passionless, life for himself. He
lives within his financial and emotional means. Though his position at
the university has been reduced, he teaches his classes dutifully; and
while age has diminished his attractiveness, weekly visits to a

prostitute satisfy his sexual needs. He considers himself happy. But
when Lurie seduces one of his students, he sets in motion a chain of
events that will shatter his complacency and leave him utterly
disgraced. Lurie pursues his relationship with the young
Melanie—whom he describes as having hips “as slim as a twelveyear-old’s”—obsessively and narcissistically, ignoring, on one
occasion, her wish not to have sex. When Melanie and her father
lodge a complaint against him, Lurie is brought before an academic
committee where he admits he is guilty of all the charges but refuses
to express any repentance for his acts. In the furor of the scandal,
jeered at by students, threatened by Melanie’s boyfriend, ridiculed by
his ex-wife, Lurie is forced to resign and flees Cape Town for his
daughter Lucy’s smallholding in the country. There he struggles to
rekindle his relationship with Lucy and to understand the changing
relations of blacks and whites in the new South Africa. But when three
black strangers appear at their house asking to make a phone call, a
harrowing afternoon of violence follows which leaves both of them
badly shaken and further estranged from one another. After a brief
return to Cape Town, where Lurie discovers his home has also been
vandalized, he decides to stay on with his daughter, who is pregnant
with the child of one of her attackers. Now thoroughly humiliated,
Lurie devotes himself to volunteering at the animal clinic, where he
helps put down diseased and unwanted dogs. It is here, Coetzee
seems to suggest, that Lurie gains a redeeming sense of compassion
absent from his life up to this point. Written with the austere clarity
that has made J. M. Coetzee the winner of two Booker Prizes,
Disgrace explores the downfall of one man and dramatizes, with
unforgettable, at times almost unbearable, vividness the plight of a
country caught in the chaotic aftermath of centuries of racial
oppression.
World Christian Trends Ad30-ad2200 (hb) 2001
Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft Walter Scott 1885
The Crock of Gold James Stephens 2015-06-08 This volume contains
James Stephen's fantastic fairy tale, "The Crock of Gold". A fusion of
philosophy and Irish folklore, "The Crock of Gold" revolves around the
events that unfolded when the god Pan appeared on the Emerald
Isle. How Angus Og reacts to Pan's arrival, and what happens to the

Daughter of Murrachu who becomes caught in the turmoil, are the
questions that drive this humorous and charming tale. Complete with
magic, fairies and leprechauns, this timeless book would make for a
great addition to the family collection, and it is not to be missed by
fans of Stephen's work. James Stephens (1880 - 1950) was an Irish
novelist and poet famous for his humorous retellings of Irish myths
and fairy tales. Many vintage texts such as this are increasingly
scarce and expensive, and it is with this in mind that we are
republishing this book now, in an affordable, high-quality, modern
edition. It comes complete with a specially commissioned biography
of the author.
The Watchers of the Trails Sir Charles G. D. Roberts 1904
Dyrefortællinger fra Canada.
The Golden Age of Weird Fiction MEGAPACK TM, Vol. 4: Nictzin
Dyalhis Nictzin Dyalhis 2015-04-18 Nictzin Wilstone Dyalhis
(1873–1942) was an American chemist and short story writer who
specialized in the genres of science fiction and fantasy. He wrote as
Nictzin Dyalhis. During his lifetime he attained a measure of celebrity
as a writer for the pulp fiction magazine Weird Tales. This volume
collects 6 of his stories from Weird Tales, plus one from Argosy.
Included are: THE SEA-WITCH HEART OF ATLANTAN THE
ETERNAL CONFLICT THE RED WITCH THE SAPPHIRE SIREN
WHEN THE GREEN STAR WANED FOR
WOUNDING—RETALIATION If you enjoy this ebook, don't forget to
search your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press Megapack" to
see more of the 200+ volumes in this series, covering adventure,
historical fiction, mysteries, westerns, ghost stories, science fiction -and much, much more!
The Athenaeum 1860
An Ocean Tramp William McFee 1921
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